
If you are doing digital banking 
or other transactions on a

digital platform, make sure that
you are only using secure wi-fi

and not an open network.
It is most important to keep

changing your passwords
periodically for accessing

different financial services. 
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Then there is the emerging option of buying and 
selling digital assets like cryptocurrencies. More and more 
people who are buying or want to buy digital assets can 
now do so with emerging fintech players that enable the 
buying/selling of these assets. This enables consumers to 
now have access to new asset classes that they can 
includein their overall financial planning.

Banking as a service is a new platform in the 
realm of digital finance technology that is 
transforming banking once again. Can you elaborate 
on how this will benefit the consumers?

Banking as a service is the latest digital finance 
innovation for collaboration between fintechs and other 
consumer-oriented companies. It is enabling non-banks, 
such as brands, to offer a broad range of financial 
services to their customers. 

In the past, banking was very branch-based. 
Customers opened an account at the closest bank 
branch as convenience was defined by proximity. Now 
we are redefining convenience by letting consumers 
interact and get financial services from companies that 
they are already interacting with on a daily basis. So a 
brand that you already have an emotional connection 
with and are transacting with regularly can now offer 
financial services. As these brands already have large, 
loyal customer bases, this additional service definitely 
brings a strong component of financial inclusion. Further, 
it enables the consumers to enjoy more accessible and 
affordable financial services which drives financial 
empowerment. 

Digital finance has transformed the face of 
financial services bringing ease and speed. Where do 
you see things moving now?

With advancement in technology, we been able to do 
innovative things that we couldn't do before such as 
provide more access to credit. For example, lending-
oriented fintechs now have access to machine learning 
which allow them to underwrite risk beyond a simple 
credit score using information such as one's profession, 
earning potential, etc. This allows them to offer credit to 
those who are worthy of credit but may not be approved 
by traditional underwriting models Technology has also 
enabled new offerings such as access to earned wages, 
especially for people who live from one pay cheque to 
the next. With technology, they can now get their 
earnings in real time rather than have to wait. 

Additionally, banking as a service (BaaS) is a huge 
trend in this space where brands can now embed 
financial services within their ecosystem and provide 
more access to those who may need it the most. Another 
emerging trend is moving away from an unbundling of 
financial services to a rebundling model once again. We 
saw a lot of fintechs focusing on one aspect of financial 
services – be it personal loans, home loans, investments. 
Now we are seeing that rather than becoming good at 
one aspect of financial services alone, it is now all about 
bundling the services to create more convenience for the 
customers. This way the consumer will not have to go to 
one company for personal loans and another for banking 
and still another for mortgages. This re-bundling now 
brings the benefit of going to just one company and 
getting all your financial services in a digital manner. 

Through advancements in 
technology and a focus on the 
consumer, fintechs are leading 
the way in financial inclusion!

is the Chair, CEO and Founder of BM Technologies, Inc., one of the largest digital banking platforms and one 
of the first publicly traded neo banking fintechs in the U.S.A. She was recently conferred the 2022 LendIt 
Fintech's Woman of the Year Award for her outstanding leadership, integrity and a commitment to fostering 
gender diversity, as well as the continued growth and innovation demonstrated by BMTX.

Ms. Sidhu is also the Director and Founder of the BMTX Foundation where she identifies and funds budding 
entrepreneurs and organisations that promote financial literacy. She regularly speaks at national and 
international industry conferences, undergraduate and graduate programs to encourage financial innovation 
and entrepreneurship for bringing new fintech technologies to the market. She is also on a mission to 
provide financial advice specifically to her fellow millennials. 

Here, she speaks to The Aware Consumer on the new technologies knocking on the door of digital finance, 
the state of regulations in the fintech sector and how we should work to ensure fair, safe and secure digital 
finance for the consumers. 
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The regulators need to catch up with the innovation that 
is happening right now. Fintech companies can provide a 
lot of benefits, but, if not thoughtfully executed, their 
models can also create a lot of inequities and lead to 
discriminatory practices. This can even happen 
unintentionally in this space. On the other hand, there are 
lot of players who have halted and are not offering some 
innovative, cutting edge services because they are 
concerned that if they do offer them, the regulators will 
come in later and have a problem with it. The best path is 
for regulators to catch up to the innovation taking place so 
that we can all be in a regulated ecosystem that is 
monitored and make sure that the consumer is protected. 

The onus is on the regulators to begin educating 
themselves on the innovations in the field even as they are 
taking place. Accordingly, they should create regulatory 
frameworks for new product offerings and business 
models. This will give the innovators the clarity they need 
and consumers will also feel that they are protected as 
there is oversight over these products and services. 

What advice would you give to the consumers 
about staying safe when using digital finance 
platforms? 

I think it is crucial to be thoughtful and vigilant when 
engaging with your financial services providers digitally. 
People are getting phishing emails and text messages all 
the time these days. As a consumer you have to 
consider where these messages are coming from when 
they ask for banking information or access to some 
personal details. You should know that your bank or 
financial services provider will not reach out to you in 
such an unsecure manner. If you are doing digital 
banking or other transactions on a digital platform, make 
sure that you are only using secure wi-fi and not an open 
network. It is most important to keep changing your 
passwords periodically for accessing different financial 
services. 

Don't let digital finance become another pain point in 
your financial future but rather a tool to empower your 
financial life! w

How do you see this technology changing banking 
to improve financial wellness for consumers?

Even as banking as a service fosters inclusivity, it also 
enhances financial wellness in the community. At the most 
basic level, it provides a new point of access to financial 
services. By enabling non-banks and large brands to offer 
financial services to their entrenched base of loyal and 
engaged customers, it surely improves financial wellness 
among the consumers. Look at the brands you interact 
with daily, whether it is your mobile service provider, e-
commerce platforms like Amazon or even your grocery 
chain where you purchase essentials, there is an element 
of trust, loyalty and engagement with them. When they 
start offering financial services in the form of new products 
and services, this will open up a new financial journey for 
you where you can effectively manage your finances and 
enjoy a secure financial future. 

Can you provide more details on the Banking as a 
service model?

We at BM Technologies have a mission of greater 
financial inclusion by making banking as affordable, 
transparent and consumer-friendly as possible. We have 
found a way to acquire customers at very low cost and 
at high volumes using our banking as a service strategy. 
By keeping our costs low, we are now able to deliver 
financial products that are innovative and low to no fee 
for our customers. Additionally, we provide tools like 
budgeting, saving and financial education to our 
customers through our offerings.

What should be done to make digital finance fair 
for the consumers? How can the authorities tackle 
the evolving risks in this space? 

While I am not well-versed with the fintech landscape 
in India, I can safely say that financial services are highly 
regulated. That being said, fintechs are fast moving and 
innovative and sometimes regulation is slow to catch up 
to this innovation. These companies tend to not be fully 
regulated which in some cases may pose a risk to 
consumers. 
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